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Abstract. The paper presents a theorem, applicable to many algorithms used in integer program- 
ming, which states that, under frequently met hypotheses! arbitrarily close (in the topology on 
real space) to most “well-behaved”integer programs there exist integer programs for which the 
algorithm requires arbitrarily many iterations to solve. 
Primary among the hypotheses of the theorem is the supposition that, in the determination 
of the next operation to be undertaken (perhaps addition of a cut row, or a pivot step, etc), the 
space of all possible tableaus is partitioned into a countable collection of disjoint sets (not neces- 
sarily open ,or connected), and on each partition element, tL;: operation is continuous. Two 
other hypotheses of the theorem are frequently met, but are too technical to state here. 
Wrat is su:.prising isthe generality of the resnlt, and the fact that the elaborateness of the 
calculations irvolved in any given iteration of the algorithm does not affect the result. On the 
other hand, t1.e result is purely qualitative, and does not indicate the kinds of problem5 for 
which the algorithm requires many iterations. 
We shall prove a result which states that algorithms for discrete prob- 
lems, which satisfy certain hypotheses (to be given below) met by/ many 
known algorithms, all exhibit the following bad behavior: given any N 
however large, there exists arbitrarily close to any given problem (in the 
topology of the continuum) a problem which the algorithm is required 
to solve, but for which the algorithm requires at least N iterations for 
solution. In the integer programming context, the problems Irequiring N
iterations for solution can be taken to have the same number of vari- 
abies and constraints as the given problem. Hence our result implies that, 
for the class of algorithms discussed in this paper, these latter two para- 
meters are not, by themselves, a sufficient measure of the computational 
complexity of integer programs. 
What is surprising is the generallty of our result, and the fkt that the 
elaborateness of the calculations involved in any given iteration of the 
algorithm does not affect it. 
* Original version received 18 April 1972. 
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On the otherr hand, our result is only qualital:ive, and it is plausible 
that, f’tx certain algorithms in the integer programming context, those 
problems requiring a large number of iterations have such large coeffici-’ 
ents (when expressed in all integer form) or such large asymptotic detepb 
minant as not to be of practical interest. We fo.Uow a conservative ap- 
lproach in statlig thalt we simply do not know the :;ignificance of our 
result for practical computation. For further comments to this point, 
the reader may wish to consult the Introduction and Section 3 of [4]. 
The reader who is interested in theoretical results on the complexity 
of integer programming will also wish to read our references [ 2,3, 51; 
[2] contains ihe bes:r esuIt of thes;: three papers. 
The present result was announced .n [4, Section. 3]_ In abstracting 
the result of [il.] to the present genci*al %ting? we have been gtiided bq 
properties of Gomory’s integer programming algorithm in [ 1 J . 
1. 
We now state the abstract formulation of the kind of algorithms for 
discrete problems to which our result is rel::vant. 
We assl.me a collection C, which we call an algorithm and which is to 
consis’t of topological spaces, partitions of th,ese spaces into other spaces 
and continuous maps between these spaces, as follows. Every space X ial 
t2e collection C has a partition X = U dEXi, 1’an index set with 0 E I. 
For i E I, i # 0, there is a continuous map & : Xii + Yi, Yi a space in the 
collection. For i := 0, there is ,a continuous map .f : X0 + D, D a discrete 
s:Jace. There is a distinguished space Y in the colilection which is a Baire 
space, and it possesses a dense subset S E P of “significant problems”, 
i.e., problems which the algorithm is required to solve. 
Before we continue the presentation of definitions and hypotheses, 
let us indicate how Gomory’s algorithm in f 1 ] can be viewed in the 
present setting. Tne distinguished space P is the space of the linear pro- 
gramming tableau af;er the fiq:st linear programming optimization, and 
priior to the addit,on of any cutting pl.~les. Depending on the number c. f
variables and number of’ constl*aints in 1:h.e problem, there is a number d 
such that i” can be viewed as the space I@, whe;*e d is the number of en- 
tries in the tableau. The dense subset S DIP are the tableaus having only 
r;:tional en.tries; tl:iese represent problems one desires to solve. 
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Every other X in C similarly represents aspace of possible tableaus 
after a single step toward optimization occurs, and such a step may con- 
sist of either a pivot step of the linear programming (1.p.) algorithm if 
the 1.~. optimum has not been reached, or the additi’on of a cut row fol- 
lowed by a pivot step if the previous 1.~. optimum did not give ar. inte- 
gral optimum. We must allow for the spaces to be different since the ad- 
dition of a new cut row will change the dimensionality d of the space 
Rd in which the tableaus lie. 
The partition X = U, *Xi of the space X is to be understood as fol- 
lows. X0 represents those tableaus of linear programming optima which 
give an integral optimum, i.e., for which all entries inI the first column 
are integral. The continuous map f : X0 + D represe.nts reading the inte- 
ger programming optimum from the tableau, i.e., projecting the relevant 
entries of the first column of the final tableau. D is a discrete space since 
the optimum is integral. 
The tableaus lying in X \ X, represent hose problems which require 
further computation. We have partitioned these into a countable parti- 
tion 
in accordance with the following considerations. Those tableaus in 
X\X, which do not represent 1.~. optima can be partitioned into finite- 
ly many sets, in accordance with which column and which row are to be 
exchanged in the next pivot step. The other tableaui n X \ X0, i.e. 
those which provide 1.~. optima which are not in,tegr,al, can be parti- 
tioned into countably many sets, in accordance with which row or 
combination of rows shall be chosen to generate the cut and the vaLes 
of the integral parts of the entries of the tableau, The union of Cnese 
two kinds of partitions constitutes the partition of X \ X0. Then the 
maps Jfi : Xi + Yi are continuous, since in the second kind of partition, 
t.he cut row is determined I=on,tinuously from the tableau (by taking 
fractional parts) l , and in both kinds of partition, once the pivot ele- 
ment and pivoting procedure is determined, asingle ipivot step is a con- 
tinuous operation. 
’ This is certainly true if one wws t>e algorithrn suggested in [ 1 j . More generally, Ne treat those 
;algorlthms for which the CL‘.: is tktermined in a continuous manner, given the values of the in- 
tegr.al parts of entries in the tableau. 
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We note that: the partition X = Ui~~~iri described above for Comory’s 
algorithm, is /ocnUy finite in ,thke sense Ihat, for any point (tableau) 
x E ;Y, there exists an open neighborholod u, x E U, such that the set 
(i E I: II n Xi :,& @) is finite. We shail also assume generally that the col- 
lection C is locally finite in tkis sense f(lr every topological space X of C. 
Gven a point x E P, thlere is a baturail nductive definition of the 
(compuk&mal) history of x, which is a finite or infinite sequence 
{gDn , g” >j ;E’=o of partition elements D” and maps gn . To be precise, D” 
is that clement of the partition of Y in which x E P lies and gc’ is the 
mappkg for that partition element. Inductively, Dn = D*” and $*+’ 
are abt;iineld from (DO, go), .._, (~9” , g* > as follows. If D” is the element 
.X0 of the space for which it is a partition element (so that zn is the map 
into D), then LY+’ and P+l are not defined. Otherwise, Dfi+l is that 
element of the partition of the space in which g” (. . . g1 (go(x) 1 . . .) lies 
and rf” is the continuous map for this. partition element. 
Tln~ n-history of a point x EP is the first n elements in the history Iof 
X. if the history of x EP is finite and is (DO, go), . . . . UP ,gn>, &e say ihat 
the algorithm (or the collection) converges for x and that its valz~e for x 
is U(X) =: g”(... g’ (go(x)) . ..). C)therwise, the algorithm diverges for x. 
The number n is called th:: number of iterations of the algorithm for x. 
~learlly, when specialized to Gomory% algorithm, the history of a 
point x E P A S represents the sequence of tableaus encountered un& 
tile optimization process, and the value v(x) is the integral optimum 
foun’d b:y the algorithm. Since Gomory’s algorithm does indeed solve 
the integer programming p:roblem, it is discrete, by which we shall mean 
that, for any ;>oint d E D, D bleing the discrete space of solutions, the 
set {.v E S: v(x) = d) is nowhere dense in P. This follows from the fact 
thatdmustsolveAx=b,;s>‘O(andAisanrXs,xansX 1 andban 
rX 1 matrix of reals). Indel,:d, this would be true for general constraint5 
of the fl:llrm g(H, x) = 0, where g is, for any fixed value of x, a continw 
ous open mapping in the “data” ,H of the problem, into a space in w hirh 
poinl:s are not open. (In the integer programming context, H is (A, b) 
andg(il,xj =Ax - b.) We shall assume the hypothesis of discreteness ’ 
generally fi:)r the algorithms we study. Note that it is only this propert:ty 
whidh esseltktially embodies the intrinsic nature of the integer program 
min,g problem, while the other features of the algorithm discussed earlier 
hap? to do with the method of solution chosen for the problem. 
Th.is completes our discussion of the ,Agorithms we shall treat in this 
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paper. A few points are worth mentioning before we proceed to the 
result of this paper: 
(1) It is true that, with Comory’s algorithm, one begins all computa- 
tion with an all-integer tableau. However, jf one considers any integer 
program withL an associated linear program having a uuique opti.mum, 
then all rational tableaus in a suitably small neighbor hood of the opti- 
mal 1.~. tableau represent he optimal 1.~. tableaus for other integer 
programs originally expressed in all-integer form. Up(jn taking P to be 
the closure of an open set about the 1.~. optimal tableau whose closure 
lies in this n--Ighborhood, we see that, indeed, the set S of significant 
problems which any integer programming algorithm is reqwired to solve 
includes all the rational tableaus of P. 
(2) Each function involved in an iteration fi : Xi + Yj of the qlgo- 
rithm represents only one pivot step (or cut row plus pivot step), ratht;, 
than an entire re-optimization, because the linear programming algo- 
rithm is not continuous and we shall need continuity in the Iproof of 
our result. Indeed, wherever there are alternate linear programming op-. 
tima, there is a discontinuity. 
It is to be noted, however, that there are well-known bounds on the 
size of the tableau throughout all iterations of Gomory’s algorithm, 
and hence a fixed bound on the number of iterations required for the 
linear programming re-optimization. Hence if there can be arbitrarily 
many iterations of the ;Ilgorithm, it must be that arbitrarily :mang re- 
optimizations are required, i.e., arbitrarily many fractional cut rows are 
added. In this manner, we recover the full .eesult of [4] and ,indeed have 
generalized it, with the result we prove below, to in teger programs in 
any number of constraints and any number of variables. 
(3) It is to be noted,, in the integer programming context, that we 
must assume continuity of the& : Xi + Yi .2nd ,f: X, -+ D and local 
finiteness. Indeed, without continuity, one car-i p,oceed directly, in one 
iteration, from the problem to its integer optimum; and, wit.hout local 
finiteness, one can solve separately each of the countably many rational 
problems in one step (a continuous operation on cne-point spaces), 
wh.ile utilizing anv cominuous map on the r,the:r* problems. In the ab- 
stract setting, discreteness of the algorithm is also need.ec!, for Caere are 
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abstract collections in our sense which give the same value u(x) for all 
points x E P. Thus, trivially, every hypothesis is needed for the result. 
(4) When D is countable and supposing u-r (d) nowhere dense for all 
d E D, since the space P :is Bake, 
P\ u u-‘(d) 
de3 
is non-empty a;ld hence there are many divergent problems. This is as it 
should be for the modelhng of practical problems to be accurate, since 
in the in? eger programming context, when precisely one entry, say a 
coefficient of x1 , of the matrix A is irrational, and there is no solution 
with x 1 = 0 and all of b is rational, there simply are no integral solutions 
to Ax = b. Hence when applied to such a problem, any integer program- 
ming algorithm (of the type discussed in this paper) will diverge. 
Thus it is essential that we concern ourselves only with the values 
u(x) for x E S, where S is a sel of “‘significant problems” whose solu- 
tions we desire, dmcl S may well be. of the first category and of measure 
zero. In fact, the whole device involved in our main result is imbedding 
these “si;Jniticant” prob18ems S into a Baire space P (even though most 
x E F do not represent any problem of interest), because the continuity 
of the maps fi : ,ACi + Yi (and the other hypotheses) will permit us to de- 
duce results on the number of iterations required for elements x E S. 
2. 
We now proceed to the proof of our -main result. 
Theorem. Let U be any non-empty opeiyt set in P and let n be given. 
There exists a subset S, of % and a non-,empty open set V ?I U such that 
the n-hi.c@ry of all x E V f~ S, are iden tical, every x E V rl S, requires 
more thlan n iterations of- the allgorithm, and S, is dense in V. 
F’roof. The proof is by induction on n. First, we give the induction step 
from n to n + I , Suppos:: that the n-history of a!1 x E V CI S is (Do, go) 3 
-., UY’ ‘I ,p”> . For some space X, $ : P + X, and since every x E V 17 S,% 
requires more than n iterations, II* is not the Yo-partition element for 
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some space Y in the collection. Therefore, X is in the collection, and 
hence has a partition X = l&Xi. Choose a fixed element xc, E Vn S,I, 
and let g be the composition gn 0 ., . 0 g’ 0 go. Note that g is continuous 
on its domain. 
By local finiteness of the algorithm, there exists a neighborhood W 
of g&e) such that {i E I: Xi n W + 9) is finite; for definiteness, sup- 
pose that this latter set is 0, 1, . . . . t. By continuity of g, T = g-l (W) is 
open in the relative topology of its domain, and T r7 V # 9. Hence 
there is an open set AI’ of P such that T = M’ ~‘i dam(g), where dam(g) 
is the domain of g. Then V’ = M’ n V is a non-empty open set with 
I/’ C_ V. The elementsx E V’ n S, partition into sets 
Ai = {X E V’ n :;, : g(x) E Xi) 
for i = 0, 1, . . . . t.SinceAo uA, u . ..uA. = -r/Q-U, isdensein V’ 
(since Sn is dense in V and V’ is open), we see that 
where a is the closure of a set A. Now P is a Baire space, and hence for 
at least one i, A, is not nowhere dense. To complete the induction from 
n to n = n + 1, it suffices to show that we have i # 0 for this i; for then 
there is an open set V” in which A4i s dense, and the (n + 1 )-history of 
all x E Y” n Sn+l, where Sn+l = Sn n Ai, is identical and requires more 
than (n + 1) iterations of the algorithm since g(x) E Xi with i # 0 for 
such x. 
Indeed, suppose that Aj is nowhere dense. Then let I/” C V’ be an 
open set of V’ in which A i is dense. We show that i # 0 by contradic- 
tion. IIf we had i = 0, WC chose x 1 E Y”. Let f. be the continuous map 
of the ccllectionfo : X0 + D. By the discreteness of D, (f. 0 g)-’ (d), 
where d =f,(g(x 1 )), is open on its domain of definition restricted to 
Ai, and hence is the intersection of an open set W of P with Y” n S. 
Since x :L E W n V”, we see that W’ = W n 1”’ is open and non-empty, 
and W’ (5. V”. However, &+t G W" is dense in W', and x’ E Sn+l W' im- 
plies (fc, 0 g)(x) = u(x) = d, contradicting the hypotheses that u--l (d) n S 
is nowhere dense. 
The ground case of the induction, for n = 0, is obtained by specializ- 
ing the *analysis above te the instance that g is the identity function. 
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